
In collaboration with :

Dear friends ringers,

this year the bell-ringers of Arrone Group with the support of the 
National Federation of Musicians of Bells promotes the initiative to 
December 10 the International Day for Human Rights, "We play the 
Bell Towers of Europe in support of Human Rights."

Given  the  increasing  success  of  the  previous  editions,  when 
steeples from northern to southern Italy, Switzerland and England 
have played at the same time, we hope and we are sure that even 
for this positive trend to continue next year with an even number of 
the faithful. This year, then, we also need to play for the bell towers 
that causes the recent earthquake in Marche and Umbria can not 
participate and indeed we would like that while we play that night, 
rivolgessimo together a thought and a hope for a speedy revival in 
areas affected by the earthquake.

With this letter we want to renew the invitation to join us this year 
and perhaps to spread the message to other bell towers in all ways, 
web, telephone, etc ... electrified steeples are also accepted, also 
invite you to attend all parish priests and the dioceses.

The commitment provides for an execution (played to the nines or 
any favorite thing) to be made on the evening of December 10, 



2016  at  20:00  of  the  period  of  ten  minutes.  The  aim  is  to 
disseminate  and support  the  value  of  human rights  through the 
harmonies of the Sacred Bronzes.

For more information see: www.campanariarrone.it

Participants  are  requested  to  confirm  their  membership  with  an 
email to: info@campanariarrone.it or by telephone on 339 7270451.

We invite you to inform the membership.

As  you can  see  this  year  we asked for  institutional  support,  we 
believe  that  for  humanitarian  purposes  must  be  only  the  actual 
participation of  people,  motivated and heartfelt.  We believe that 
improvements in companies are carried out thanks to the men who 
together share a purpose pursuing it with dedication, dignity and 
seriousness. This wants to be the strength of our invitation and the 
message that we intend to disclose.
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